
of adequate budgetary resources in the upcoming fiscal Prevailing humanitarian 
2010, and support to allocate these appropriately and crisis in the south-
swiftly. w e s t e r n  r e g i o n  o f  

Bangladesh has extended its impacts on lives and livelihoods The government should amend the existing draft of 
of thousands of people as one year on since cyclone Aila Disaster Management Act and make it pro-people with 
struck the coastal districts. Such catastrophic effects could proper and effective consultation with communities. 
have been avoided had there been (i) a timely reconstruction 

The international donors and development partners and repair of nearly 1745km  of mostly breached 
should provide funding support to government and embankments (ii) early rehabilitation of the Aila victims very 
NGOs to respond to the crisis immediately.     soon after the cyclone hit the coastal belt on May 25, 2009. 

Situation at five Unions, namely, Assasuni, Dacope, Koyra, In the 16th Conference of Parties (CoP) of the UNFCCC 
Paikgacha, Shymnagar in Khulna and Shathkhira Upzillas be held on November, 2010 in Mexico, rich countries 
remain grave as only 45km of 729km fully or partially should emphasise in their negotiation to reach a fair, 
damaged embankments of these areas have been repaired ambitious and binding deal to reduce green house gas 
while several major points are yet to be closed. Onrush of emission and to help poor and vulnerable countries 
water through the breaches in the embankments is not only including Bangladesh. 
submerging the vast tracts of land preventing people return to 

At the same time, the government should adopt a formula their homesteads but also is widening the breaches letting 
for negotiations that will ensure that an incentive-based reconstruction works perpetuating for unknown period. There 
apportionment of finance for adaptation is developed.have been allegations – longer the reconstruction process, 

In line with the above recommendations, six international more the vested groups would be benefited out of it. Yet 
non-government organisations under the banner of hardly any actions were taken to speed up the process.  
Emergency Capacity Building (ECB) Project, Campaign for Nobody knows when the miseries of Aila would come to an 
Sustainable Rural Livelihoods (CSRL), and ECHO Partners, end.
which have been working along with other organisations to Against this backdrop, this policy brief sets forth five specific 
reduce the sufferings of the people since the Aila struck, have recommendations to the government, development partners 
extended its support to work together with the Government of and international communities to ACT NOW in order to 
Bangladesh, the UN agencies and other development appease the sufferings of the Aila affected people: 
partners for early reconstruction and reparation of 

The government should reconstruct all the damaged embankments with following proper process, to work with 
embankments following an efficient and effective communities to restore their livelihoods identifying the 
planning process before the monsoon intensifies. communities most at risk; and to support the creation and 
Existing embankment management policy has to be dissemination of a fair and complete Disaster Management 
updated and implemented.  Act. The members of the platform is also committed to keep 

up their actions and efforts in international negotiations on Rehabilitation programmes should be initiated with 
climate change for a fair, ambitious and binding deal in the immediate priority in all the affected areas, with allocation 
upcoming CoP 16 of the UNFCCC. 
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Introduction

What caused the delay to reconstruct the 
breached embankments:

demonstrated by poor planning and coordination as well as 
extremely low level results from the relief programme. Prevailing humanitarian crisis in the south-western region of 

Bangladesh has extended its impacts on lives and This policy brief critically examines the past and present 
livelihoods of thousands of people as one year on since responses and initiatives of embankment reconstruction 

1cyclone Aila struck the coastal districts . Such catastrophic and rehabilitation programmes and analyse the current 
effects could have been avoided had there been situation of the most affected areas that include 18 Unions in 

five Upzillas of Khulna and Shatkhira districts. It sets forth 2(i) A timely reconstruction and repair of nearly 1745km  of 
five specific CALLS to the government, development 

fully or partially damaged embankments at the coastal 
partners and international communities, urging them to ACT 

belt;
NOW to appease the sufferings of the Aila affected people. 
In this regard, the signatories of this policy brief have also (ii) Early rehabilitation of the Aila victims very soon after the 
extended their support to the Government of Bangladesh, cyclone hit the coastal region on May 25, 2009.
the UN agencies and development partners to work together 

Plights of the Aila affected people have been deepening 
for earliest recovery. 

since last one year. Some 175km of the severely damaged 
embankments across south-western Bangladesh are yet to 
be repaired, consequently about 672,000 people are still 

3precarious, living on vulnerable conditions  . Situation at five 
Non-cooperation between concerned departments within Unions, namely, Assasuni, Dacope, Koyra, Paikgacha, 
the government in general and ineptitudeness and untimely Shymnagar in Khulna and Shathkhira Upzillas remain grave 
response of the Bangladesh Water Development Board in as only 45km of 729km fully or partially damaged 
particular together with local politics and vested interests of embankments of these areas have been repaired while 

4several major points are yet to be closed . Onrush of water 
through the breaches in the embankments is not only 
submerging the vast tracts of land preventing people return 
to their homesteads but also is widening the breaches letting 
reconstruction works perpetuating for unknown period. 
There have been allegations – longer the reconstruction 
process, more the vested groups would be benefited out of 
it. Yet hardly any actions were taken to speed up the 
process. Nobody knows when the miseries of Aila would 
come to an end. 

Some 125,000 people are still living in makeshift shelters on 
the embankments with unsafe and unsecured. People are 
still unable to meet their basic needs including clean drinking 
water, sufficient and shelters. The concerned authorities 
have not even begun to deal with health services, education 
and employment opportunities as a result communities’ the shrimp gher  (enclosures) owners have mainly caused 
humane needs not being met. Meantime, a segment of the the delay to reconstruction of embankments. Soon after the 
vulnerable communities have started return their Aila Struck, there was no clear strategy and action plan for 
homesteads in full knowledge that ominous threats round reconstruction of embankments and rehabilitation 
just around the corner, as the monsoon is impending. The programmes that has eventually extended the insecurity 
returnees have remained unsafe and unsecured as there is and poverty of thousands of children, women and men.  
no house to stay. The apprehension continues to intensify as Recently, at a meeting of the National Disaster Management 
embankments are already collapsing or faltering due to poor Council, the Prime Minister, Sheikh Hasina, who is also the 
reparation and reconstruction. chairman of the council, resented the Water Development 

Board’s failure to complete reconstruction of embankments 
Since August 2009 the, six international non-government 

and rehabilitation of Aila victims, saying that the 
organisations under the banner of Emergency Capacity 

reconstruction work in the cyclone-hit areas should have 
Building (ECB) Project, Campaign for Sustainable Rural 6

5 been completed by January this year.   It is difficult to accept 
Livelihoods (CSRL), and ECHO Partners  have pointed out 

that the breaches in the embankments caused by the 
those rehabilitation efforts of the government, development 

cyclone could not have been mended in the past months.
agencies including humanitarian organisations should aim 

The Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) has at reconstruction of embankments, restoration of damaged 
failed to adequately repair and reconstruct the damaged homesteads and create livelihood opportunities for the 
embankments. Local communities said that embankments affected communities. Regrettably, the post-cyclone 
were weak long before the Aila. In the absence of law response has been slow and seemingly ineffective, 

enforcement to protect the embankments, shrimp gher solution and uncertain future as these could collapse at 
(enclosures) owners installed numerous permanent pipes, anytime during high tides. Recent examples include 
tube wells and gates as pathways for passing saline water, repaired embankments that have collapsed after days or 
destroying thousands acres of cropland over the years. weeks both in the Shatkhira and Khulna Upzilla while onrush 
These permanent pipes, tube wells and gates, thousands in of water through the breaches in the embankments is 
number and arranged closely one after another, weakened widening the breaches causing further delay to fully 
the protective embankments from the base and vulnerable reconstruction of all the embankments. There have been 
spots have been breached during Aila. Moreover, these allegations – longer the reconstruction process, more the 
pipes, tube wells and gates make parallel reserve tanks with vested groups would be benefited out of it. Yet hardly any 
saline water, speeding up the process of soil erosion actions were taken to speed up the process.
therefore damaging the embankments further. Since Aila 
struck, the BWDB’s activities to protect and repair the 
embankments were not visible. Preponderance of the 
BWDB has been backed by some local politicians and 

There were two clear solutions to the problems when the Aila 
contractors, who together allegedly have perpetuated the 

struck the 11 districts of the southwest coastal region:
miseries of the Aila-affected people. Frequent allegations 
suggest that the BWDB has been favouring the shrimp gher (i) Permanent reconstructions of the embankments that 
(enclosures) owners and ignoring the effects on have been devastated by the cyclone, and
impoverished or vulnerable communities. 

(ii) Rehabilitation of the affected people.  
The minister of Food and Disaster Management has visited 

Over time, the problems have been multiplied into many the affected areas several times and reportedly tried to 
more. The socio-economic and demographic structure of mobilise different departments within and beyond the 
the region has changed with nearly 100,000 people already jurisdiction. The Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
migrated from the worst affected areas and approximately Food and Disaster Management during its recent visit to the 
125,000 people still living on embankments, inner ring roads Aila affected areas also warned Water Development Board 
and other high strips of land, struggling for shelters, drinking officials of punishment if they failed to complete the task by 

7 water, food, health and sanitation and so on. As one year of the deadline.  Subsequently, several deadlines have been 
Aila on, the situation of Dacope, Koyra in Khulna district and set with floating tenders to reconstruct the embankments but 
Shymnagar, Assasuni, Paikgachha in Shatkhira district things did not move ahead. 
remain grave. Recently, the ECHO Partners consisting of 
ten INGOs have prepared a follow-up assessment report of 
cyclone Aila. Based on the assessment report, following 
highlights the present situation of the concerned areas that 
include 18 Unions in five Upzillas in Khulna and Shatkhira 

Citizen’s initiatives in Khulna and Shatkhira under two districts.
Banners of ‘Aila Bidhostho Badh Nirman Gono Shongram 

Progress of embankment repair: According to the Committee’ and ‘Aila Durgoto Shonghati Mancho’ together 
assessment report, some 93 points of total 127 damaged with political forces have waged their movements to attract 
points have been closed whereas ring embankments were the higher authorities. They have repeatedly sent reports of 
constructed at more than 23 points. what were happening on the ground and the needs of the 

people to the Prime Minister’s Office. The Upzilla and Only 45km out of 729km-damaged embankments have 
districts Administrations have lobbied too for completing the been reconstructed till mid of May, 2010, which is 6% of the 
repair work before the rains come. CSRL and Nagorik total work. Local people said that partial reconstructions of 
Shanghati have organised series of events. The ECB 
Project, and the ECHO Partners that had been working 
together to strongly ask for expediting the repair works. But 
all the publicity through the organisations or through the 
public media seems have had no real impact whatsoever.

On April 7, 2010, ten months, Aila, the Prime Minister has 
asked for immediate reconstruction and repair of 
embankments before monsoon arrives. The PM’s directive 
came following a series of electronic and print media reports 
on plight of the Aila-victim vis-à-vis government’s non-
action. Since then the BWDB has started patching up the 
embankments. This delayed response is very welcome embankments would be hardly any use unless all the points 
though the lack of a proper plan and process, unskilled are not closed. Onrush of water break into these points 
workers and shot term ring embankment resulting in a weak causing further damages to the embankments. 

Current situation – the problems are 
multiplied with each day of inaction:

PM’s directive to reconstruction of 
embankments: Permanent solutions seem to 
be a far cry: 

Recently, the Prime Minister, 
Sheikh Hasina, stated that the 
Water Development Board has 
failed to complete the 
reconstruction of embankments 
and rehabilitee the lives  of Aila 
victims. She said that the 
reconstruction work in the cyclone-
hit areas should have been 
completed by January this year
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breached embankments:

demonstrated by poor planning and coordination as well as 
extremely low level results from the relief programme. Prevailing humanitarian crisis in the south-western region of 

Bangladesh has extended its impacts on lives and This policy brief critically examines the past and present 
livelihoods of thousands of people as one year on since responses and initiatives of embankment reconstruction 

1cyclone Aila struck the coastal districts . Such catastrophic and rehabilitation programmes and analyse the current 
effects could have been avoided had there been situation of the most affected areas that include 18 Unions in 

five Upzillas of Khulna and Shatkhira districts. It sets forth 2(i) A timely reconstruction and repair of nearly 1745km  of 
five specific CALLS to the government, development 

fully or partially damaged embankments at the coastal 
partners and international communities, urging them to ACT 

belt;
NOW to appease the sufferings of the Aila affected people. 
In this regard, the signatories of this policy brief have also (ii) Early rehabilitation of the Aila victims very soon after the 
extended their support to the Government of Bangladesh, cyclone hit the coastal region on May 25, 2009.
the UN agencies and development partners to work together 

Plights of the Aila affected people have been deepening 
for earliest recovery. 

since last one year. Some 175km of the severely damaged 
embankments across south-western Bangladesh are yet to 
be repaired, consequently about 672,000 people are still 

3precarious, living on vulnerable conditions  . Situation at five 
Non-cooperation between concerned departments within Unions, namely, Assasuni, Dacope, Koyra, Paikgacha, 
the government in general and ineptitudeness and untimely Shymnagar in Khulna and Shathkhira Upzillas remain grave 
response of the Bangladesh Water Development Board in as only 45km of 729km fully or partially damaged 
particular together with local politics and vested interests of embankments of these areas have been repaired while 

4several major points are yet to be closed . Onrush of water 
through the breaches in the embankments is not only 
submerging the vast tracts of land preventing people return 
to their homesteads but also is widening the breaches letting 
reconstruction works perpetuating for unknown period. 
There have been allegations – longer the reconstruction 
process, more the vested groups would be benefited out of 
it. Yet hardly any actions were taken to speed up the 
process. Nobody knows when the miseries of Aila would 
come to an end. 

Some 125,000 people are still living in makeshift shelters on 
the embankments with unsafe and unsecured. People are 
still unable to meet their basic needs including clean drinking 
water, sufficient and shelters. The concerned authorities 
have not even begun to deal with health services, education 
and employment opportunities as a result communities’ the shrimp gher  (enclosures) owners have mainly caused 
humane needs not being met. Meantime, a segment of the the delay to reconstruction of embankments. Soon after the 
vulnerable communities have started return their Aila Struck, there was no clear strategy and action plan for 
homesteads in full knowledge that ominous threats round reconstruction of embankments and rehabilitation 
just around the corner, as the monsoon is impending. The programmes that has eventually extended the insecurity 
returnees have remained unsafe and unsecured as there is and poverty of thousands of children, women and men.  
no house to stay. The apprehension continues to intensify as Recently, at a meeting of the National Disaster Management 
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reparation and reconstruction. chairman of the council, resented the Water Development 
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The minister of Food and Disaster Management has visited 

Over time, the problems have been multiplied into many the affected areas several times and reportedly tried to 
more. The socio-economic and demographic structure of mobilise different departments within and beyond the 
the region has changed with nearly 100,000 people already jurisdiction. The Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
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125,000 people still living on embankments, inner ring roads Aila affected areas also warned Water Development Board 
and other high strips of land, struggling for shelters, drinking officials of punishment if they failed to complete the task by 
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Aila on, the situation of Dacope, Koyra in Khulna district and set with floating tenders to reconstruct the embankments but 
Shymnagar, Assasuni, Paikgachha in Shatkhira district things did not move ahead. 
remain grave. Recently, the ECHO Partners consisting of 
ten INGOs have prepared a follow-up assessment report of 
cyclone Aila. Based on the assessment report, following 
highlights the present situation of the concerned areas that 
include 18 Unions in five Upzillas in Khulna and Shatkhira 
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assessment report, some 93 points of total 127 damaged with political forces have waged their movements to attract 
points have been closed whereas ring embankments were the higher authorities. They have repeatedly sent reports of 
constructed at more than 23 points. what were happening on the ground and the needs of the 

people to the Prime Minister’s Office. The Upzilla and Only 45km out of 729km-damaged embankments have 
districts Administrations have lobbied too for completing the been reconstructed till mid of May, 2010, which is 6% of the 
repair work before the rains come. CSRL and Nagorik total work. Local people said that partial reconstructions of 
Shanghati have organised series of events. The ECB 
Project, and the ECHO Partners that had been working 
together to strongly ask for expediting the repair works. But 
all the publicity through the organisations or through the 
public media seems have had no real impact whatsoever.

On April 7, 2010, ten months, Aila, the Prime Minister has 
asked for immediate reconstruction and repair of 
embankments before monsoon arrives. The PM’s directive 
came following a series of electronic and print media reports 
on plight of the Aila-victim vis-à-vis government’s non-
action. Since then the BWDB has started patching up the 
embankments. This delayed response is very welcome embankments would be hardly any use unless all the points 
though the lack of a proper plan and process, unskilled are not closed. Onrush of water break into these points 
workers and shot term ring embankment resulting in a weak causing further damages to the embankments. 
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multiplied with each day of inaction:
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be a far cry: 

Recently, the Prime Minister, 
Sheikh Hasina, stated that the 
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failed to complete the 
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In most of the communities, entire 
shrimp and agriculture productions 
have been lost as well as businesses and 
livestock. With many people has been 
further plunging into poverty, facing 
dire consequences on their livelihoods, 
there is neither any opportunities for 
employment, nor even there is any 
source of income generation. 'How long 
can we expect relief?' asked Omar Ali 
Mistri of village Kalinagar who lost all 
his belongings to Aila. 'We want work, 
we want our houses reconstructed and 
we want to go back to our own 

People living on the embankments: At present around 
48% of the affected people are living on the embankments 
with misery compared to 95% soon after the Aila struck. 
Although 30% of them have forced to return their 
homesteads, but they remained unsecured as there is no 

8house to stay .

Food security and livelihoods concerns: On an average 
two-third people cannot have three meals a day. Around 
83% people don't have the ability to buy enough food for 
their families, mostly, living on potato or rice or bread with 
green chilly or onion while around 20% of the families 
depend on cheap vegetables like green banana, papaya, 
puishak, pumpkin while having fish or meat remains as a far 
cry. There is no special feeding arrangement for children 
and lactating or pregnant mothers.

Unemployment is the major cause of food insecurity.  With 
support from government and NGOs, some 20% people are 
now managed to get employed in cash for work, or self-
employed through small business, forest-based activities, 
fish/shrimp/crab firming. 

Prices of essential commodities are soaring up like 
anywhere else in the country. Price of rice increased by 
around 28% while vegetables by 150% compared with that 
of before Aila. The price of small fish has become more than 
double. With hardly any source of income generation 
purchasing power has gone down significantly both in 
nominal and real terms.

Source: quotations are  taken from the story on Anxiety grips Aila victims 
before rains, March 21, 2010, Daily New Age

Still around 78% people have no access to have sufficient 
safe drinking water. From the water, each household is 
receiving only 15-20 litters on the alternative day, which is 
very insufficient to meet the need. Around 90% people are 
depended on pond as a source of water. Only 2-3% of the 
pond remained secured after Aila while rest of them have 
inundated with saline water. Water crisis is acute in 19 of 
around 420 affected unions, mainly, located in Assasuni, 

Water Supply and sanitation: Drinking water, sanitation Dacope, Koyra, Paikghacha, and Shyamnagar upazilas in 
9and hygiene continue to remain as a matter of concern with Khulna and Satkhira districts.  

increasing incidences of infectious diseases including 
diarrhoea and skin-infections. More than 3 million people 
have been suffering from drinking water crisis since the Aila 
hit. Only 5-7% of population are living in the area where deep 
tube-wells were installed. While the average distance to 
fetch drinking water is about 4 km with distance variance of 2 
km to 6 km across communities, unorganised distribution of 
water in the affected areas has led to capturing of water by 
powerful households; women headed families have been 
largely affected.

government made US $1,149 million appeal for The overall sanitation scenario shows that 60% people 
10

including those who have returned homesteads have no rehabilitation of the eleven “Aila-affected” coastal districts , 
the development agencies seemingly ignored the sanitation facilities, even after one year of Aila. The access 
government's appeal. Instead, what we have seen that to latrine mainly available on the embankments though 
government, development agencies, INGOs have launched number of latrines is inadequate as different estimates 
separate relief programmes. However, as time passed, the calculate that on an average 10 to 15 families share one 
relief operations are progressing very slowly.latrine.    
Despite an appeal from ECB and CSRL to put a proper co-

Shelter: Over 19000 families are living outside the ring ordination and consultation among all parties to devise 
embankments resorting to makeshift or transitional shelter reconstruction of embankments and rehabilitation 
as their houses have already been damaged by high tides. programmes for Aila victims, no such initiatives have been 
Till April 2010, a total of 1200 families have received shelter taken to date. 
supports that accounts to 10-12% recovery while the 
situation is worst in most other affected unions. Most of 
those shelters that were raised with the support from non-
government organisations have been shattered recently as The absence of Disaster Management Act does not allow 
onrush of water break into the repaired embankments again. the Aila affected people to claim their rights to get assistance 
People who are back to their homestead could not afford to from the state. The government has been in the process of 
build their houses. Altogether, more than 80% people in the finalising the draft Disaster Management Act for years. The 
five Upzilas are living in unsafe and unsecured shelters.   act should show strong commitment to the international 

humanitarian laws and fundamental human rights. It should 
be based on the core belief that those affected by disaster 
have a right to life with dignity and therefore a right to 
assistance. Unfortunately the draft act does not reflect 
people's voices. A pro-people Disaster Management Act is 
crucial for Bangladesh to uphold the rights of the disaster-
affected people. The ECB consortium can support the 
government to ensure that people's voices are reflected in 
the act. The consortium can also assist for socialization 
(translation, dissemination, orientation/awareness) of the 
act when it is passed.

Education and Health: Around 60% of government schools 
Scientists around the world including Bangladesh have in the affected areas could not be accessible and/or usable, 
already predicted that intensity and frequency of weather 

or difficult to access either due to water logging and/or due to 
related extreme events will be increased due to green house 

lack of infrastructure. The attendance rate varies between 
gas (GHG) emissions. Their predictions also inferred that 

65% and 74% while an average drop out rate is between 5% least developed countries including Bangladesh would be 
and 8%; most of dropped students are girls because of in severely affected by the climate change though these 
adequate sanitation facilities. countries are hardly responsible for it. Cyclone like Aila and 

that of Sidr, Bizli and Nargis in recent past are few incidents Although incidence of infectious diseases including 
of the climatic fall out as predicted by the scientists. Climate diarrhoea and skin-infection are on the rise, condition of 
change is predicted to make matters worse as changes in present heath service is worse. About 80% people do not get 
rainfall patterns raise the risk of floods, and rising sea levels the health facilities while only 3% to 4% people go to Upazila 11erode and inundate coastal areas . Despite the fact, the clinic/hospitals, and rest depends on a natural healer.
developed and advanced developing countries, responsible 
for GHG emissions and global warming thereof, either 
reluctant to make for the reparation or perhaps lingering the 
process strategically to protect their interests, but at the cost 
of the humanitarian as well as livelihood crisis facing by 

An absence of abetter co-ordination between government, country like Bangladesh. The UNFCCC has yet to come up 
international development agencies and NGOs/INGOs was with solutions, particularly, in terms of mitigation and 
witnessed from the immediately after this disaster though adaptation, required for GHG sharing and reduction in harm 
the ECB members and ECHO partners coordinated among or risk of harm associated with climate change. The CoP 15 
themselves. Unlike the cyclone Sidr, initially the government that abashed the whole world is the latest witness of their 
might have too much cautious on appealing assistance from failure. Neither there is adequate money on board that the 
international communities to carry out post-Aila relief and affected countries could utilise to adopt and/or implement 
rehabilitation programme. Later on June 19, 2009, when the their adaptation strategy.   

A pro-people disaster management act is 
needed: 

Aila – a call to action on international 
negotiations on climate change:  

Better synergy between government, 
international development agencies and 
NGOs/INGOs is needed:
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In most of the communities, entire 
shrimp and agriculture productions 
have been lost as well as businesses and 
livestock. With many people has been 
further plunging into poverty, facing 
dire consequences on their livelihoods, 
there is neither any opportunities for 
employment, nor even there is any 
source of income generation. 'How long 
can we expect relief?' asked Omar Ali 
Mistri of village Kalinagar who lost all 
his belongings to Aila. 'We want work, 
we want our houses reconstructed and 
we want to go back to our own 

People living on the embankments: At present around 
48% of the affected people are living on the embankments 
with misery compared to 95% soon after the Aila struck. 
Although 30% of them have forced to return their 
homesteads, but they remained unsecured as there is no 

8house to stay .

Food security and livelihoods concerns: On an average 
two-third people cannot have three meals a day. Around 
83% people don't have the ability to buy enough food for 
their families, mostly, living on potato or rice or bread with 
green chilly or onion while around 20% of the families 
depend on cheap vegetables like green banana, papaya, 
puishak, pumpkin while having fish or meat remains as a far 
cry. There is no special feeding arrangement for children 
and lactating or pregnant mothers.

Unemployment is the major cause of food insecurity.  With 
support from government and NGOs, some 20% people are 
now managed to get employed in cash for work, or self-
employed through small business, forest-based activities, 
fish/shrimp/crab firming. 

Prices of essential commodities are soaring up like 
anywhere else in the country. Price of rice increased by 
around 28% while vegetables by 150% compared with that 
of before Aila. The price of small fish has become more than 
double. With hardly any source of income generation 
purchasing power has gone down significantly both in 
nominal and real terms.

Source: quotations are  taken from the story on Anxiety grips Aila victims 
before rains, March 21, 2010, Daily New Age

Still around 78% people have no access to have sufficient 
safe drinking water. From the water, each household is 
receiving only 15-20 litters on the alternative day, which is 
very insufficient to meet the need. Around 90% people are 
depended on pond as a source of water. Only 2-3% of the 
pond remained secured after Aila while rest of them have 
inundated with saline water. Water crisis is acute in 19 of 
around 420 affected unions, mainly, located in Assasuni, 

Water Supply and sanitation: Drinking water, sanitation Dacope, Koyra, Paikghacha, and Shyamnagar upazilas in 
9and hygiene continue to remain as a matter of concern with Khulna and Satkhira districts.  

increasing incidences of infectious diseases including 
diarrhoea and skin-infections. More than 3 million people 
have been suffering from drinking water crisis since the Aila 
hit. Only 5-7% of population are living in the area where deep 
tube-wells were installed. While the average distance to 
fetch drinking water is about 4 km with distance variance of 2 
km to 6 km across communities, unorganised distribution of 
water in the affected areas has led to capturing of water by 
powerful households; women headed families have been 
largely affected.

government made US $1,149 million appeal for The overall sanitation scenario shows that 60% people 
10

including those who have returned homesteads have no rehabilitation of the eleven “Aila-affected” coastal districts , 
the development agencies seemingly ignored the sanitation facilities, even after one year of Aila. The access 
government's appeal. Instead, what we have seen that to latrine mainly available on the embankments though 
government, development agencies, INGOs have launched number of latrines is inadequate as different estimates 
separate relief programmes. However, as time passed, the calculate that on an average 10 to 15 families share one 
relief operations are progressing very slowly.latrine.    
Despite an appeal from ECB and CSRL to put a proper co-

Shelter: Over 19000 families are living outside the ring ordination and consultation among all parties to devise 
embankments resorting to makeshift or transitional shelter reconstruction of embankments and rehabilitation 
as their houses have already been damaged by high tides. programmes for Aila victims, no such initiatives have been 
Till April 2010, a total of 1200 families have received shelter taken to date. 
supports that accounts to 10-12% recovery while the 
situation is worst in most other affected unions. Most of 
those shelters that were raised with the support from non-
government organisations have been shattered recently as The absence of Disaster Management Act does not allow 
onrush of water break into the repaired embankments again. the Aila affected people to claim their rights to get assistance 
People who are back to their homestead could not afford to from the state. The government has been in the process of 
build their houses. Altogether, more than 80% people in the finalising the draft Disaster Management Act for years. The 
five Upzilas are living in unsafe and unsecured shelters.   act should show strong commitment to the international 

humanitarian laws and fundamental human rights. It should 
be based on the core belief that those affected by disaster 
have a right to life with dignity and therefore a right to 
assistance. Unfortunately the draft act does not reflect 
people's voices. A pro-people Disaster Management Act is 
crucial for Bangladesh to uphold the rights of the disaster-
affected people. The ECB consortium can support the 
government to ensure that people's voices are reflected in 
the act. The consortium can also assist for socialization 
(translation, dissemination, orientation/awareness) of the 
act when it is passed.

Education and Health: Around 60% of government schools 
Scientists around the world including Bangladesh have in the affected areas could not be accessible and/or usable, 
already predicted that intensity and frequency of weather 

or difficult to access either due to water logging and/or due to 
related extreme events will be increased due to green house 

lack of infrastructure. The attendance rate varies between 
gas (GHG) emissions. Their predictions also inferred that 

65% and 74% while an average drop out rate is between 5% least developed countries including Bangladesh would be 
and 8%; most of dropped students are girls because of in severely affected by the climate change though these 
adequate sanitation facilities. countries are hardly responsible for it. Cyclone like Aila and 

that of Sidr, Bizli and Nargis in recent past are few incidents Although incidence of infectious diseases including 
of the climatic fall out as predicted by the scientists. Climate diarrhoea and skin-infection are on the rise, condition of 
change is predicted to make matters worse as changes in present heath service is worse. About 80% people do not get 
rainfall patterns raise the risk of floods, and rising sea levels the health facilities while only 3% to 4% people go to Upazila 11erode and inundate coastal areas . Despite the fact, the clinic/hospitals, and rest depends on a natural healer.
developed and advanced developing countries, responsible 
for GHG emissions and global warming thereof, either 
reluctant to make for the reparation or perhaps lingering the 
process strategically to protect their interests, but at the cost 
of the humanitarian as well as livelihood crisis facing by 

An absence of abetter co-ordination between government, country like Bangladesh. The UNFCCC has yet to come up 
international development agencies and NGOs/INGOs was with solutions, particularly, in terms of mitigation and 
witnessed from the immediately after this disaster though adaptation, required for GHG sharing and reduction in harm 
the ECB members and ECHO partners coordinated among or risk of harm associated with climate change. The CoP 15 
themselves. Unlike the cyclone Sidr, initially the government that abashed the whole world is the latest witness of their 
might have too much cautious on appealing assistance from failure. Neither there is adequate money on board that the 
international communities to carry out post-Aila relief and affected countries could utilise to adopt and/or implement 
rehabilitation programme. Later on June 19, 2009, when the their adaptation strategy.   

A pro-people disaster management act is 
needed: 

Aila – a call to action on international 
negotiations on climate change:  

Better synergy between government, 
international development agencies and 
NGOs/INGOs is needed:
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Against this backdrop, the ECB, CSRL and ECHO projects with proper and effective consultation with all the stakeholders. 
urge rich countries to reach a fair, ambitious and binding The international donors and development partners 
deal in the upcoming international negotiations on climate should provide funding support to government and NGOs 
change to reduce green house gas emission and to help to respond to the crisis.
poor and vulnerable countries including Bangladesh.  At the 

In the 16th Conference of Parties (CoP) of the UNFCCC 
same time it is imperative to make the international 

be held on November, 2010 in Mexico, rich countries 
communities understand that havoc like Aila are none but 

should emphasise in their negotiation to reach a fair, 
negative externalities of growth and development of the 

ambitious and binding deal to reduce green house gas 
industrialised countries. In this regard, the CSOs, NGOs, 

emission and to help poor and vulnerable countries 
INGOs, media and so on should strengthen their advocacy 

including Bangladesh.  
at locally, nationally and internationally.

At the same time, the government should adopt a formula 
for negotiations that will ensure that an incentive-based 
apportionment of finance for adaptation is developed.Reconstruction and reparation of embankments are crucial 

to rebuild the Aila communities. A further delay or slow Members of the ECB platform have been working in the 
response would cause nothing but letting the embankments affected areas and trying to support the affected 
to damage further thus extending the miseries of the people communities since the Aila struck. Much of their recovery 
as the Aila aftermaths enter into its second year. Based on programmes are now being hampered, as most of the 
the current situation, the ECB, CSRL and ECHO Partners embankments have not been fixed yet. Apprehension is that 
urge the Government of Bangladesh, along with any further delay could aggravate the situation. In line with 
international aid and donor agencies to ACT NOW on the the above recommendations, the platform is committed to 
following recommendations: continue its support and extended its support to work 

together with the Government of Bangladesh, the UN The government should reconstruct all the damaged 
agencies and development partners for early reconstruction embankments following a planned, efficient and effective 
and reparation of embankments with following proper planning process before the monsoon intensifies. Existing 
process, working with communities to restore their embankment management policy has to be updated with 
livelihoods identifying the communities most at risk; and to options of tidal river management through consultation with 
support the creation and dissemination of a fair and the local community in order to proper maintenance of the 
complete Disaster Management Act. Participation of embankments and must be implemented.
affected communities in setting priorities in the affected area Rehabilitation programmes should be initiated with immediate 
is crucial for planning, implementing, and monitoring the priority in all the affected areas, with adequate budgetary 
reconstruction of embankments and carry out rehabilitation resources with allocation of adequate budgetary resources in 
programmes. In this regard, the ECB could extend its the upcoming fiscal 2010, and support to allocate these 
support to the relevant ministries and departments for appropriately and swiftly. The coverage of government's social 
community mobilisation within the capacity.  The members safety net programme should be expanded in the affected 
of the platform are also committed to keep up their actions areas.
and efforts in international negotiations on climate change 

The government should amend the existing draft of Disaster for a fair, ambitious and binding deal in the upcoming CoP 16 
Management Act and make it pro-people as soon as possible of the UNFCCC.   

Call for actions:

•

•

•

•

•
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hundreds of thousands of people have been displaced Dacope and Koyra upazilas in Khulna district and Shyamnagar and Ashashuni 

2 upazilas in Satkhira district on 213 KM of Embankment is fully destroyed and an additional 1128 KM was 
partially damaged, Initial March 14 and set April 15 as the deadline for completing reconstruction and 

repair of all embankments. The team also warned Water Development Board Assessment Report With focus on Khulna district by Unnayan Onneshan, 
officials of punishment if they failed to complete the task by the deadline., Nijera Kori and Humanity Watch, 23 June, 2009
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Capacity Building Project August 2009Capacity Building Project August 2009

116  By 2030 the sea level will rise an estimated 14 Centimeters and by 2100 it  April 8, 2010, the daily New Age, 
will rise nearly 88 CM. As a result the saline water will submerge more and http://www.newagebd.com/2010/apr/08/front.html#2
more land inside the costal areas. Report of Community level
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